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Las Chicanas Reply
To the Editor:
We of Las Chicanas feel it
necessary to express our thoughts
once more concerning a long
standing racist and cunently defaced
mural in Zimmerman library. Since
our letter of dissent about the mural
appeared in The Lobo we have not
taken further action. Our knowledge
of the defacement came about after
reading the city newspaper articles.
We would also like to say that Jon
Verplough's interpretation,
defending the mural, is not only
naive, but quite probably biased, due
to his past personal acquaintance
with the artist, Kenneth Adams.
V e rplough, to say that the white
man· is '"bewildered" as well as
"welcomed'' by the native and
Mexican is not only absurd, but
bistorieally incorred. One has only
to read Nt>w l\.lexican hisLory to st>e
that Indians and I\Iexicans joitwd
arms in many bloody revolts against
l"t'JH"t>Sentatives of Manifest Destiny,
before, during and after the
~Iexican-Anwrican war.
WP rPgrPt that the Univt>rsity did
not takP any acLion to n•movp or
repaint the mural for obviously,
others also ft>el that it is degrading to
the native and :\1exican-American
community. We are not sorry that a
mov<> was made to changt> tlw mural:
WP only rt>gret that it was dotw in a
violent manner.
For Las Chicanas: Kathy Gallegos,
Nancy Montano, Beverly Padilla,
Joann Santiago and Pauline Vigil.

--------~----------

are presented. I know several faculty
members who would· not think of
going to a meeting unless they are
enraged by an item on the agenda.
Proposals from the governance
committee last March were first
mocked and then rejected,. and yet
these "concerned" detractos from
the faculty have made no positive
suggestions. The voting faculty can
defeat proposed solutions, but it is
,.too large and too provincial to
wrestle with the real problems at
UNM ..
For these reasons, I supported a
faculty senate which would have no
more than 4 0 members. If
recommendations such as the UNM
council, student grievance
procedures and the GA-TA Rights
and Responsibilities Statement which
are pending before the faculty are
. given a fair and informed judgment,
then I will agree with the faculty
letters which have appeared in The
Lobo. We shall see,
Pickens

nm

Editori{ll:

Deface1ner1t
Asinine
Several weeks ago The Lobo
received a letter from a Chicano
organization, Las Chicanas,
protesting a series of four paintings
in Zimmerman library. Las Chicanas
alleged the murals depicted Indians
and Mexicans "without eyes which
infers we must be lead by the white
man." The women said the murals
are racist in nature.
So m cone last Wednesday threw
blaek enamel paint over the last in
the series of four paintings.

Defacement of the painting,
regardless of whether or not it is
racist, is asinine and accomplishes
nothing more than additional adverse
publicity for the "naughties" at the
University, who can find no better
way of making their point than
through an ignorant act. It would
have been far better for those who
objected to the painting-and we are
· in no way infering Las Chicanas is
responsible for the vandalism-to
have first brought their concern
before the University and library
administrations and worked from
there.
The headway which has already
been made in library reform
indicates that some people in the
library and the University
administration are willing to change.
It is not unthinkable that the mural
might have been replaced with
paintings acceptable to everyone and
mon• indicaLivt> of Southwestexn
culture.
Sarah Laidlaw

New ASUNM Senators Begin Terms Tonight
By SUE MAJOR
Senate, however, might not deal
News Analysis
with financial matters tonight.
12 new ASUNM senators will start ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn
their terms of office at tonight's said he will ask Senate to refrain
Senate meeting-the first meeting from action on legislation needing
since an October Student Court money until pri.orities of business
decision halted all Senate business. can be worked out. He expects
Senate bills and presidential Senate to start considering
appointments have been piling up allocations at next week's Senate
since that time, and the new Senate meeting.
session cannot afford to let them
Election of a president pro
slide. The court forced Senate's tempore for the Senate is also on
business moratorium with a ruling tonight's agenda. Senators must be
the body lacked a quorum.
appointed to chair Senate finance,
''At least 23, possibly more" steering and presidential
presidential appointments will come appointments committees as well.
before Senate for concurrence
Lack of knowledge of
tonight, said David Loy, chairman of parliamentary procedure plagued
presidential appointmets committee. Senate l,ast term. However, the new

parliamentary procedure session last
week and plans have been made for
future parliamentary procedure
training sessions.
In addition, a legislative counsel
has been appointed for this session
to relay messages to and from the
executive, enabling Senate to work
more closely with the ASUNM
executive staffers.
All 12 new senators, who augment
eight senators who have served half a
year, are inexperienced in student
government. The recent elections
were unusual in that candidates ran
in coalitions representing different
points of view on campus. Because
of this, Senate this session in not

likely to have a unified outlook.
New senators Juan Abeyta, Ray
Hamilton, Regis Clauschee, Louis
Baca, Ralph Baca and Lance Gordon
ran with a coalition of candidates
representing various minority groups
on campus. John Boudreaux and
Jack O'Guinn ran on a ticket of
three business administration
students. Ken White, JoAnn
Sanchez, Pamela Powell and Jerry
Buckner ran independently, a
practice which has been common in
past elections.
Several of the new Senators urged
a change to a bicameral student
legislature in their campaign
statements.
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K y Asks for Continued Suppoft
While Protesters Throw Rocks

Faculty Senate
To the Editor:
Then• has been a good cl!.'al of
abuse heaped on The Lobo lately
becausp of its editorial of criticism
for tht> fal'ulty's rPj(•ction of a spnaLP
By JIM PENHIERO
form of government. Comments haw
"We only kill when we have
appt>ared from some of the finest to"---The Young Waniors
faculty members at U~M, and as
In the midst of a fluctuating c·as('
usual thPy have been convincing. of tlw vacation blues ( mw of tlw six
There is, however, another side to cases on t'('eord), I clPcidPd I
the argument, a side which Casey obviously wasn 'L thankful enough
Chuch briefly outlined in the for that big dead bird in the oven.
editorial. Most faculty members (and Feeling inadequate, I decided to use
indeed students) are unaware of the that all-American cure-the
problems faced by student television--to while away the seconds
representatives when dealing with between burps.
the faculty as a whole.
What I saw on TV made me truly
So before my rather glazed eyes
First, it is difficult to lobby with proud to be an American on this, the the whole plot develops.
each of the 700 potential voters at a 500th commeration of turkey day
'l'he sergeant has a rather sticky
faculty meeting. We have . been and Christmas warm up. There situation on his hands as one
forced to work with faculty leaders before my eyes were 10 tough men particularly over-anxious greenhorn
and the policy committee, all of flinging themselves up against guns down (in a most un-Ameriean
whom have a clear and sympathetic immeasurable hordes of fashion) a surrendering enemy.
understanding of student problems freedom-hating huns. My first Trying io play up the human interest
at UN M . So lid support usually reaction to this seemingly senseless
aspect of the situation, the sarge has
develops for constructive programs glorification of gore would be to his hands full as ih<> men harass tht•
among these men and women, but turn off the eye and pick up the · poor killer until badie realizes he is
their opinion is frequently unheeded. comics for some real honest to incapable of future hostility.
Second, the "voting faculty" goodness violence.
The paranoid kid ean't fight
shadow broods over smaller
Instead I stuck it out because by anymore so about six of his buddies
student-faculty meetings. I have seen then I was feeling very thankful and get shot as he sits in a trench with nis
many good ideas brushed aside with I remembered it was flicks such as hands over his eyes looking like an
the warning that "the faculty as a the war gore before my eyes that
whole will not buy this." This is a gave such great Americans as Curtis
powerful bogey man against reform. LeMay and John Wayne their
We have found that it is impossible rightful place in American history.
to make each faculty member aware
****The Young Waniors****
of student problems in ways that
There they stand with muddy,
could be done with a smaller group. gaunt faces. With the legacy of :~00
Thirdly, it is difficult for Spartans haunting them like curious
concerned students to speak before mothers at a teen drinking party, tht>
the voting faculty. It clearly has an Young Warriors makP ready for
exclusive club atmosphere. Only battle.
since last year has a small student
Sgt. Barf McGork looks nervously
delegation been welcome but their a L his untried greenhorns as the
participation time is tightly limited trumpets sound and l.ht• shrapnel
because faculty members want (and flies. I-Ie looks at his men with a
deserve) to speak.
knowing gaze, as if to say a violent.
Finally, it always seems to me that. but honorabk death will gain a place
negative votes come out of the walls i11 Valhalla higher than a spineless,
whenever serious student proposals unmilitary life.

Ac1 ~o.s·.s·
Tltc Grt{lf
Divicle

impoLPnt animal aHPtnpling to
!'opulate.
Tlw d irc>t"tor obviously has in
mind sonw sor! of 11iddc•n mPaning
lilw, ··you havp to kill sonwtinw."
At this ))()int the story reaelws a
climax. HopPlPssly surroundpd in a
typical crumbling farmhousp by a
horde of faceless huns the sarge Lalws
a mean wound in the back. Climbing
out of the bathroom the cowardly
kid now has the chance to prove
himself as he protects his father
image surge . . . Yelling out the
window for help the kid fails
miserably at gaining the National
Riflemen's Association award for up
and coming marksmanship, but the
young warrior's courage in sticking
with his stricken sargP in a time of
strife shows a slight glimmer of hope>
that his killing days haven't yet
ended.
With a true Hollywood
anti-climax, the sarge is rescued, the
huns crushed and the war effort goes
on with a true touch of sentiment
the sarge and kid are gloriously
reunited in the field hospital. Tht•
surge smiles at the uninjured kid
almost saying, "Well, 1 lost a (('W
vertebrae, but at least I s;tj]l have a
mind." Th<~ newly psychf>it.ic kid is
taken baek to his respE'nive ward
and the war goes on.
!II
The flick ends with the surge
getting better and receiving a whole
new group of men to rn<>lA· l•'or alii
know tlw kid is still in: the psyeho
ward or perhaps he l'Pl1ewed his
subscription to the P~~~~" N<•wman
school of drama.
.:
Afier watching the flick and Llw
following news, I t.op])~~d off Llw
ev<~ning with an ample dose of High
Fligh. Mayb<: that kid gots to fly the
plane ...

Avast There!

Harking back to swashbuckling
pirate days, UNM Naval ROTC
students have begun to sport
beards and/or mustaches. Two
midshipmen take advantage of a
liberalization in the dress code
recently handed down by the
Navy Department.

How to Escape the Draft
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WASHINGTON (CPS)-The national headquarters of the
Selective Service System has issued a memorandum clarifying
the situation of registrants with high lottery numbers.
The new memorandum to all locJll boards instructs them to
play any registrant with a lottery nm;nber higher tha': ~he
highest number reached by the board m the second pnonty
selection group of Class 1-A, if they are classified 1-A or
requested 1-A status in a letter dated before Dec. 31.
The second priority group is the pool of 1-A registrants who
are considered to have completed their year of exposure to draft
liability. Although the priority group system was just
established under the lottery, registrants have not been called
from comparable groups under the old system since the Korean
War.
This action, in effect, eliminates the year of e:-posu~e for
many registrants. Under a policy memo Issued earher tlus fall,
local boards are instructed to inform their registrants of the
highest number reached in any given year as soon as possible
aftet· the last meeting in December.
Deferred registrants may choose to join this group at any
time by requesting that their local board reclassify them l·A.
Under the new policy adopted this fall, if a registrant is the right
age and l·A on the last day of the year he will be considered to
have been through his last year of exposure.
The latest change extends this concept even further.
Registrants who have served their "year" of maximum
exposure, and who have not been issued inducti~n ~rders, fall
into two categories: If the man's lottery numbet 1s h1gher than
the highest lottery number which the local board found need to
induct during his "year," tlie man is to be automatically placed
in the second priority group. These men, under all immediately
forseeable circumstances, are safe from induction.
If the local board has found it necessary to issue an induction
order to anyone with a higher lottery number during the year,
the man will be placed in an "extended priority group'' and will
be in the first group of registrants inducted during the first three
months of the next year,
In effect these changes make it possible for a deferred man to
drop by his local board during his Christmas vacation, fi!'d out
whether the highest number which his board reached durmg the
year is lower than his, and, if it is, get a letter in the mail
requesting reclassification to 1-A.
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Wednesday, December 2, 1970

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - Police used
clubs and horses to disperse rock-throwing
protesters Tuesday outside a Nob Hill hotel
where South Vietnamese Vice President
Nugyen Cao Ky pleaded with Americans to
continue supporting his government against
the Communists.
"You must make them understand
aggressiqn cannot succeed," Ky told the
· "Commonwealth Club in a speech interrupted
at one point by a long-haired heckler in the
press gallery who stood up and yelled, "This
man tells you lies! "
Ky slipped into the city at 3 a.m., made
his noon luncheon speech while 3500
demonstrators chanted outside the Fairmont
Hotel, and slipped out again late Tuesday for
a chicken dinner with Gov. Ronald Reagan
in Sacramento.
Security precautions for the speech were
among the most extensive in the history of
San Francisco which has entertained such
political figures as Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev and the late French President
Charles de Gaulle.
Outside the hotel, mounted policemen
and officers on foot used clubs to chase
rock-throwing youths from a park a half
block away from where most of the
demonstrators peacefully protested Ky's
talk.
Police said 34 persons were anested and
three policemen injured in a series of
skirmishes in which rocks, bricks, sticks and
pieces of fruit were hurled at police.
Officers chased hundreds of young people
.across the steps of majestic Grace Cathedral

and through the streets of Nob Hill.
A force of 217 uniformed policemen,
about 20 mounted officers and 50
plainclothesmen were called out to safeguard
Ky.
The scene inside the grand ballroom
where Ky spoke was one of intense security.
At least 50 officers patrolled the area,
allowing no one to leave once he had entered
the room.
Ky's visit had drawn the anger of
numerous antiwar and radical groups h~re
since the day it was announced.
One policemen was jumped and beaten by
long-haired youths. Another was
hospitalized after being hit with a rock.
Volunteer medics canied one youth off on a
stretcher.
Two city buses had their tires slashed,
several police three-wheeled vehicles were
overturned, and rocks smashed windows on
police paddy wagons, a fire engine, an
ambulance and at least one apartment.
The violence broke out while most of the
antiwar protesters were standing across the
street from the hotel, waving scores of Viet
Cong flags and shouting, "Ho, Ho, Ho Chi
Minh, NLF Is Going to Win."
Mounted police repeatedly pushed them
back onto sidewalks, but there was no
serious trouble until youths in the park
started hurling rocks and bottles at police on
the street.
Police swinging clubs quickly cleared the
park. Newsmen saw at least one tear gas
cannister explode, but police officials said it
was not fired by officers.

Senate Approves Consu1ner Law
Establishes Independent Protection Agency
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The the President's Council of
Senate voted Tuesday to give . Economic Advisers-that would
consumers a new voice in coordinate and develop consumer
government by creating an policy and report directly to the
independent consumer protection President.
agency and a council of advisers
Contrary to the
to the President.
administration's wishes, the
The House will consider similar measure also would create a
legislation possibly this week, consumer protection agency, an
indicating final approval of independent board within the
consumer legislation before executive branch, to give the
Congress adjourns later this consumer a role in federal
month.
decision making. The
The Senate approved the bill administration had favored a
7 4·4. Voting against it were Sens. division in the justice department
James B. Allen, D-Ala., Allen J. instead.
Ellender, D·La., Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,
A program of federal grants
D·N.C., and Spessard L. Holland, would be established to help
D·Fla.
states and communities set up
The Senate bill would create a their own missions to aid and
council of consumer advisers in protect consumers.
the executive office - similar to
Consumer advocate Ralph

Nader said the bill was
"unacceptable." He said the White
House, with the "disgraceful
silence" of Ms. Virginia Knauer,
President Nixon's consumer
affairs adviser, had lobbied
vigcrously to weaken the measure.
S ens. Abraham Ribicoff,
D·Conn., and Jacob K. Javits,
R·N.Y., fended off all efforts to
change the bill, which had been
under consideration for nearly 18
months.
Sen. Philip A. Hart, D·Mich.,
sought permission in the bill for
the consumer protection agency
to go to court if another
governtnen t agency, such as the
Federal Trade Commission,
refused to respond to a request
for proceedings.
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News.
By

United

Pren International

Israelis Sink Egyptian Launch
An Israeli naval patrol vessel sank an Egyptian launch engaged in
intelligence work and hashish smuggling in the Gulf of Suez Saturday a
military spokesman said Tuesday. He said the four crewmen of the
Egyptian launch were killed.
It was the first reported clash of any Israeli and Egyptian forces since
a 90-day cease-fire went into effect last Aug. 7. The cease-fire has since
been extended another three months with the Suez Canal front still
quiet.
The Israeli spokesman said the sinking occurred in the northeastern
Gulf of Suez. The announcement came after both Israel and Egypt laid
down tough conditions for any resumption of the Middle East peace
talks.
The Israeli spokesman said a patrol vessel spotted the launch at
daybreak Saturday off the coast of the Israeli-occupied Sinai Peninsula.
When it refused P.rders to halt the Israeli navy gunners opened fire.
The spokesman said an investigation showed the "Egyptian crew had
been engaged in intelligence work and in smuggling. He said documents
found on the bodies "proved that the men had belonged to the
Egyptian intelligence service."
Egypt and Israel exchanged wamings Tuesday they would not accept
.any prior conditions for resumption of Middle East peace talks. The
new Syrian regime said it still opposed any peaceful settlement while
Jordan's King Hussein embarked on a multi-nation mission to win
Western support for the Arabs against the Israelis.

Lumbering Threatens Wilderness
Hearing to Decide Fate of Black Range Area
Around 200,000 acres of New lumbering and no motorized
Mexico wilderness could fall into vehicles at all will be permitted in
the hands of the lumbering the area," Merrill said. He
industry next year reported expressed dismay, however, on
Stephen Merrill of the UNM the possibility of the timber
Mountaineering Club.
business getting cutting rights to
The area in question is the the forest.
Black Range which is bordered on
"The lumbering industry
the west by the Gila Forest, the believes that the area would not
east by Truth or Consequences, be permanently damaged since
the south-southwest by Silver City they say they plant more trees
and approximately 50 miles south than they cut," he said. "But this
of Magdalena to the north. The isn't done all the time and when
U.S . Forest Service will hear some companies actually do it,
co5Stituents of the mining and they think of it as only good
lumber industries and those in public relations material."
favor of preserving the wilderness
"The mining industries believe
this Saturday in T or C, Merrill that there is almost no mineral
said.
value in the area except for some
"The issue is whether the Black deposits of clay. But I think the
Range will remain a wilderness or two industries are trying to defeat
be turned over for multiple use. If conservation proposals for this
it remains a wilderness, no area on principle rather than
having an interest in the
wilderness itself," Merrill
explained. He said the mining and
lumbering constituents may have
no particular interests in some
wilderness areas but merely try to
make more land available for one
purpose or the other by joining
together in the same movement.
He said a possible supporter for
preservation
of the Black Range is
41 J 0 Edith N.E.
Sen. Clinton P. Anderson,
Daily Specials
although the senior statesman has
not formally endorsed its
• breakfast
preservation.
e lunch
Merrill said the Mountaineering
• dinnclr
Club is planning to attend the
Truth or Consequences hearing
this weekend to try to convince
the Federal forest authorities that
the Black Range should be
preserved. However, anyone may
e appetizers e dinners
participate in hearing, he said.
"Apathy has killed us
e salads e desserts
(conservationists) in the past. The
Servec! from 5 p.m. on
college students' voice could
really carry some weight this
Also Steaks, Chops and
weekend. If we could swamp the
Seafood
hearing with 100 students and
others who are in favor of the
Hours: Mon.-Thurs., 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Black Forest's preservation, the
Fri. & Sot., 7 a.m.· I 0 p.m.
Forest Service would be very
344-4!72 Owner & chef John E. Athans
impressed," Merrill said. The

olympia

RestauRant
& lounqe

GR€€K

OJnneRs

mining and lumbering firms, he
said, were usually well-represented
at hearings in the past.
"Outside of the Mountaineering
Club, we have had no student
support as yet. As a matter of
fact, most of the people actively
fighting for conservation are
mostly over '10, and they've been
fighting for it for years," asserted
Merrill.
Saturday's hearing, he said,
would not be the last concerning
the Range's preservation. He said
another hearing scheduled for Jan.
6 will again hear constituents
from both sides as well as tabulate
letters from each faction. Merrill
said personal letters to the Forest
Service "carry a lot of weight."
He said one citizen's letter "is
equivalent to about 100 citizens"
who will not formally respond to
the issue. Theletters should be
directly addressed to the U.S.
Forest Service in Albuquerque
and the deadline is Jan. 4.
Merrill said the two major
organizations favoring the Range's
preservation are the U.S. Forest
Service's Southwestern Region
and the Wilderness Society. The
latter is comprised of 14
conservationist group& in the
Southwest including the UNM
Mountaineering Club.
After the January hearing,
Merrill said, the Forest Service
will make its final proposal to
Congress concerning the Black
Range probably after ''two or
three months" of deliberation.
"Our basic drive is for student
involvement," Merrill stated, yet
added, "but if apathy continues
and if we don't have any
preserved wilderness areas for our
enjoyment, we might have to go
to Disneyland and settle for the
jungle ride or something like
that."

What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, overpopulated areas of the world. And it
must begin now. While there is still time.
A White House panel has recommended that the United States Government spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to underdeveloped nations. (That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 billion we've

Disappearing?

I

Campus Briefs
Aborigine Program

A program on the Aborigine of
Australia will be sponsored by the
anthropology dept. Thursday,
Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. in Anthro 101.
The program will feature Roger
Sandall o"f the Australian
Aboriginal Insitute, who will show
an ethnographic film. The
prograin is opened to the public
free of charge.

Senate Appointments
All persons who have been
interviewed by the Presidential
Appointments Committee and
have not appeared before Senate
are to come to the Senate meeting
Wednesday, Dec. 2, 7 p.m., in
Union, room 129.

Eid Party

The Islamic Society and the
International Center will
An American in 1804 and a co-sponsor an Eid Party at the
Swede in 1837
both International Center at 7 p.m.
independently invented the screw Saturday, Dec. 5. The party,
propeller.
celebrating a festival similar to
Christmas, will feature dishes
prepared by foreign students. All
interested persons are invited.

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.
It takes you about an hour to eat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under-developedcountry dies as aresult
of Jllness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things to
come. Experts predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it.

Calley 'Was Firing' Into Civilians

Lobo Goof
The Lobo incorrectly gave the
total for contributions collected
for the East Pakistani Relief
Fund. Thus far, $675 has been

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a lot at stake. Not only the
Jives of the starving people of the
world. But our lives. And the lives of
our children. A hungry world can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
or telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be helpful. Urge the
speeding up pf Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
We must act now. The longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinncr.tonight.

FOR THE HOLIDAY
BRIDE
AND THE
FELLOW
BY

CAMPAIGN 10 CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN

EUGENE BLACK, former head, World Bank
DR. DETLEV BRONK. fornicr President,
Rockefeller University
HAROLD W. BOSTROM, Vice President,
UOP Transportation Equipment Group
MRS. AI.BERT D. LASKER
DR. UAROLD C. UREY, Nobel Laureate
FRANK W. ABRAMS, former Chairman,
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
THURMAN' W. ARNOLD,
former As~listant U.S. Attorney General
THOMAS D. CABOT, Chairman,
Cabot Corpotation
JOHN COWLES, Chairman,
Minneapolis Stnr nnd Tribune
GENERAL WILLIAM H. ORA PER, JR.,
former Ambassador to NATO
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MARRINER S. ECCLES1 lonner Chairman,
Federal Reserve Boaro
HENRY C. FLOWER, JR.,

former Vke Chairmi:ln1
J. Walter Thompson CO.

DR. PHILIP M.IIAUSEI<,
Univctsity of Chi~ago
JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCH, Author
MRS. CORDELIA S. MAY, Laurel Foundation
FOWLER McCORMICK, former Chnlrman,
International HArvester Co,
HUGH MOORE, Founder, Dixie Cup C.nnpany
ALLAN NEVINS, President,
Atru:rican Academy of Arts & Letters
OR. ltEINHOLD NIEBUHR, Ptolessor Emeritus,
Union Theological Seminary

FRANCIS T, P. PLIMPTON
former Amb:t~sador [lnd ilepUI!' U.S. Rep.
to the Unired Nations
ltOCKEFE!.LI!Il PRENTICE
ELMO ROPER, Public Opinion Analy•t
LESSING J. ROSENWALD
JONAS SALK, M.D., T.he Salk Institute
ADOLPII W. SCHMIDT, T. Mcllort & Sono
CHARLr:S R. SCRIPPS, Chairman,
Scripps--Howard Newspapers
.LEWIS L, STRAUSS,
former Secretary of Commerce
CHARLES 1'. TAfT,

fornter Mny:or of Cindnnarf

WILI.IAMH. VANOE\RDftT,
former Governor nf Hhodc hfnnd
ROJJERT G. WEHLE. Ttcnsurcr,
Genesee Drcwing Company

Tony Wolfe, of the UNM
Mountaineering Club, looks over a
portion of the possible boundary
of a Black Range wilderness area.
The question of possible use of
the area by lumbering interests
will be taken up at a hearing in
Truth or Consequences this
weekend.

YOUR
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SERVICE JEWELER •••
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Polycrystalliza tion
J. Graul, Institute for
Electronic Technology, Munich,
Germany, will lead an engineering
and computer science dept.
colloquium Wednesday, Dec. 2,
4:30 p.m., in the electrical
engineering building, room 201.
Graul's talk on technological
parameters of polycrystalline
SiC•Layers Grown on
Si-8ubstrates by carbidization is
open to all interested persons.

GSA Cabinet

Engineering Awards

NEW MEXICO LOBO

FT BENNING, Ga. (UPI)- A former machinegunner, biting his lip
as he spoke, testified Tuesday he saw 1st Lt. William L. Calley Jr . and
Spec. <1 Paul Meadlo "firing into a hole" filled with civilians in the
South Vietnamese village of My Lai. "Meadlo was crying."
The testimony by Robert E. Maples of Freehold, N.J., was by far the
most damaging to date in the three-week-old court-martial of Calley,
charged with the premeditated murder of 102 villagers on March 16,
1968, the day be led his platoon on a search-and-destroy mission
through My Lai.
Capt. Aubrey Daniel, the prosecutor, asked Maples whether he had
any conversation with Calley on the day of the alleged massacre.
"All I can remember was him asking me to usc my machinegun. I
can't remember what else was said.''
"What did you say?" Daniel wanted to know.
"I refused," Maples replied.
Maples told of how he and others in his squad made a systematic
search of homes in the village, rounding up the occupants-most of
them old men, women and children.
He said several soldiers with him shot "a couple" of Vietnamese
Research into the composition
during their search.
of a part of the earth's upper
Maples said after his squad completed its sweep of My Lai, it came mantle by a UNM professor has
into a clearing "where this big ditch was."
been funded with a $10,600 grant
He said it was at this point that Calley approached a GI in his group, from t'he National Science
Harry Stanley, and asked Stanley to accompany him to the ditch and Foundation.
interpret for him.
Martin Prinz, a senior research
"Lt. Calley herded the rest of the people down into the hole and he associate
in the UNM Institute of
and Meadlo were firing into the hole. Meadlo was crying.''
Meteoritics, will continue his
studies on the San Carlos, Ariz.
Apache reservation with the grant.
Berlin (UPI)-Soviet leaders arrived in East Berlin Tuesday night for a Prinz is studying the composition
summit meeting with their Communist partners in the Warsaw Pact. of material in a lava flow which
Wcstem officials said the conference was called to obtain East German starts about 40 miles under the
earth's surface.
concessions on the status of West Berlin.
Such a flow is called
Premier Alexei N. Kosygin, Communist Party General Secretary
Leonid I. Brezhnev and Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko flew in "ultramafic inclusion" by
from Moscow at a time of increasing tensions over the eity which has geologists and is one of the few
ways to study the makeup of the
been an East-West sore point ever since the end of WW II.
The Warsaw Pact meeting of government and Commu!.list party area beneath the earth's crust.
Prinz began his work while still
leaders of the Soviet Union, East Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Romania and Bulgaria was expected to begin Wednesday. at Tufts University, Mass., and the
Political sources said it was the first such conference to be held in East new NSF grant is a continuation
of that earlier research. Working
Berlin, which East Germany claims as its capital.
with the UNM geologist will be
graduate student Jonathan Green
of Boston.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Transportation Department proposed
The site under study by Prinz is
Tuesday that all passenger cars starting with 1973 models be designed 20 miles west of Globe, Ariz.
to operate no faster than 95 miles per hour and to sound horns and During the scheduled December
flash lights when 85 mph is reached.
meeting in Arizona of the Penrose
Although the proposed safety standard was not published as any sort Conference on Ultramafic
of national speed limit, the department said the continuous horns and Inclusions, Prinz will take some of
flashing lights would warn the driver, pedestrians and other motorists the top geologists in the world on
that his car was "being driven at excessive speed" of more than 85 mph. a tour of the site.

these agencies than in periods how institutions affect people in
when such sentiment is absent.
their search for identity. This
Right now, the goals of the would include what the steps are
Catholic church have been in discovering oneself, he said.
"Amedcanized," and the church
is attempting to be an "ally of
New to UNM this year,
those movements enlisting the McNamara taught two years at
support of the majority of UTEP. He cited his interest in the
Americans," said McNamara.
study of Mexican-Americans,
A seminar is being planned for another of his major interests, as
next semester by McNamara on his l"eason for coming to UNM.

McNamara

Patrick McNamara, new
sociology professor at UNM,
examined the hierarchy of the
Catholic Church and found it is
attempting to ally itself with
many secular "voluntary
agencies" in the community.
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Now Has Fresh Homemade

TRY THESE
HOMEMADE
SPECIAlS
Pepperoni-Cheese

Black OliveGreen Chili

Ground Beef
Sausage-Mushroom

Phone 266-1 goo

PIZZ~
HOURS: to go

Wed. & Thur, 5 p.m.-midnight
Fri. & Sot. 5 p.m.-2 a.m.
Sunday 4 p.m.-midnight

HOURS: served
Wed. & Thur. 8 p.m.-midnight
Fri. & Sot. 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
Sunday 4 p.m.-midnight

3 o 1 Cornell SE at Lead

Beep! Beep!

UNM civil engineering student
David Parmeter, of Albuquerque,
has been awarded the annual
Western Electric Fund Scholarship
for UNM engineering students.
Parmeter will receive $525
from the company to continue his
studies. The civil engineering
student is a junior.

The New Mexico Lobo Is
published daily every regular weelc
of the Urtlversity year by the Board
of Student Publications ot the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, atld Is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second claso postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year~
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opirtion is that of the
editorial, board of The Lobo:
Nothirtg necessarily represents the
views elf the Associated Studertts or
the University of New Mexico.

By DIANE DAWSON
"A God and me in the
telephone booth attitude" toward
religion is typical of the average
churchgoer who wants "to be
comforted,'' said Patrick
McNamara recently. But there are
people in the church, especially
young priests, who want to live
their religion by working for
social change.
MeN a mara, an assistant
professor of sociology at UNM,
explained that this difference in
attitudes has caused a split in the
Catholic church today.
This split can be described as
one between those who feel that
religion is a "vertical relationship"
and those who think it is a
"horizontal relationship," he said.
McNamara explained that the
"Death of God" movement, a few
years ago, began the theory that a
religious person does not
necessarily need a ''vertical
relationship" with "a God up
there."
Instead, he can apply his
religion "horizontally" to human
relationships "down here," he
concluded.
McNamara recently presented a
paper to the Society for the
Scientific Study of Religion in
which he was concerned with the
relationship between "voluntary
structures and hierarchical
authorities in the American
Catholic Church."
These voluntary agencies
include "schools, welfare and
social action bureaus, hospitals,
cemeteries, etc."
McNamara said that when the
church is "defensive" because of
anti-Catholicism from the society,
it exercises greater control over

Soviet Leaders Meet in Berlin

The GSA Cabinet, steering
body for the GSA Council, will
meet Thursday Dec. 3 at 1:30
p.m. in the Union, room 230. The
main order of business concerns a
resolution dealing with degrees
which require no course work.
Interested graduate students are
urged to attend.

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277-4102, 277-4202

Priests Working /or Change

U Professor
Receives Grant

donated. The $175.05 reported
was collected Nov. 25 at a table in
the Union. Chairman for the
drive, Basharat Ali, said clothing
may be sent to his home, 2129
Gold SE, for shipment to East
Pakistan, or by calling 242-157 4.

New Mexico lobo
Vol. 74
No. 57

'God, Me' Attitude Toward Religion
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SHAWNEE, Okla.
(UPI)-Barbers in Oklahoma are
becoming more tolerant of shaggy
haired people who come into their
shops these days. The subject of
how to cut longer hair was the
chief topic in a weekend seminar
on hair styling. "Barbers have
fought long hair for a long time,"
said Gene Beavers of Oklahoma
City. "But when they start
starving they look at it. a different
way."
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Repair & :>lnintell:ttJCC
on a II foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialists
333 Wyoming Blvd. NE
~65-!l901
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Greeting cards send special
holiday wishes to all on your
list. We have a comptete selection of personalized cards
for you to choose from. Remember • . • choose early,
moil eorly.

Buy now at the

associated
students
boohstore

Estimates

Wcdnesda:y, December 2,1970
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Speed Hearing Could Shorten College Years

F

Professor Introduces Mechanical Process Doubling Rate of Speech
By HOWARD DONALDSON
How would you like to hear
faster than you do and understand
at the same time? Gerry
Goldhaber is working with a
concept that will allow you to do
just that.
At the annual Western Speech
Association (WSA) held in
Portland, Ore. in November,
Goldhaber, a speech dept.
professor, presented a paper
dealing with "Compressed·
speech: An Educational Media for
the '7O's." Compressed · speech is
a new "electrical-mechanical
means to speed-up recording
tapes," a process that increases
the rate of speech from 150 words
a minute to 300 words a minute,
he said.
Goldhaber said, "This was
analogous to speed reading in that
it is speed hearing."
"The applications of this
process for the college student is
varied," said Go!dhaber.
"Students could record the
lectures of their various classe~
then play them back in less time

to study for finals." He also
suggested professors could record
their lectures, making it possible
to shorten the required school
time from four years to three. The
use of video-taping might also be
possible under this system.
A test given the audience after
the presentation to demonstrate
compressed speech ,showed the
audience had a "high
comprehension" of the material
presented in the speech and on
the special tapes that were played,
he said.
''Other applications of this
principle might be to increase the
amount of words that the 'talking
books' of the blind (records)
might be able to incorporate, a
change from 120 words a minute
to 240," he said.
"Compression could be used
for telephone signals, also any
other form of communication.
The editing of speeches could be
done a lot quicker by using. this
principle," he said.
Goldhaber is working on this
project under a grant from the
Research Allocation Committee
and will expand the project to

include research on how the
principle affects the Navajo and
Spanish languages.
While at the conference he also
read another paper on "The
Effect of Ego-Involvement on
Selected Dimensions of
Incoding." He defined ego as
"how committed the student is to
an issue."
Goldhaber said his language use
evaluation of two types of
students, activist and non-activist,
the activist student was apt to be
a very fluent speaker, using many
more adjectives than his
non-activist counterpart.
Robert Dick also presented a
pape1: entitled "Rhetmic of
Anti-Bellum Black Separatism."
Dick said it was an investigation
of the rhetorical controversy
among black leaders who were
attending to devise a racial
strategy during the Anti-Bellus
period (1830 th1·ough 1860).
Dick said, "The paper dealt
with an analysis of the intra-racial
arguments over the nature and
extent of 'black exclusiveness' to
be exercised during the black
anti-bellus movement."

/., ., , ,.

Maybe you don't want to wait M.i~V~~~;~~~~t¥
.something obovt menlo.! ret·of<~Otlon,)'i¢!W"..,+.
before it happens in youdamHy.
And doo't be so sure it can't. fv•~r\lcl"fe: tfur1Vri~Si ·
a child is born whose mind won't
Bvt you don't have to sit by
yov, You can do ~omethlng abool it. '(.Q,iJ:'l::Oohefp::>'.
buck o trend.
Yov can ;tort by reading o booklet ih~ttelts you whot
menlo! retardation i~ and whal it is nof. .You coo learn
from fhis booklet how mental retardation CM be prevented,
what progress medico! science hns made
against it ond how lhe retorded con be helped to~
live useful lives.
And yov can learn how you ~an help
yovr community do what needs doing for
the rata rded.
You owe it to yourself, your fomlly (l
your community to gef this free
.:i:
booklei now. Address:
•
The President's
Commillee on
Mental Retardation,
Washington, D.C.
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BERKELE 'l (CPS) -The
mecca of student radicalismis
apparently going back to working
with the system.
But the aims arc no less radical.
Using the method of initiative, a
group in Berkeley is planning to
circulate petitions to place on
next April's city ballot a proposal
for a peace treaty between the
people of Berkeley and the
National Liberation Front of
Vietnam.
_
The petition, which if P.l)ssed
by the Berkeley citizenry would
become a city ordinance, first
needs enough signatures to equal
five percent of the entire vote cast
in the last municipal election to
make it on the ballot.
At this time, that means
approximately 1800 signatures,
which can easily be collected from
the registered voters attending the
University of California at
Berkeley.
The petition, in addition to
authorizing five representatives of
the city to become delegates to
the NLF and Vietnamese people,
demands that the United States
withdraw its troops from
Southeast Asia and cease to
support the present South
Vietnamese government. It also
declares that no Berkeley citizen
will serve in the war.
If the proposal were to p·ass,
Berkeley would have to secede
from the Union. The U.S.
Constitution explicityly prohibits
the signing of treaties by any local
governmt>nt.

First Tuesday
Due to the broadcast of the
UNM-Colorado basketball game
last night, KOB television did not
show the "First Tuesday" as a
Lobo news story announced
yesterday.
Mary Noskins, KOB staff
member, said there was no way to
"privately broadcast or videotape
the pre-empted program for
future use."
She said the stateion was
completely disconnected with the
national network (NBC) during
the basketball game broadcast.
The article discussed Army
intelligence investigation of
domestic political movements.

FUN

Hugh Reilly
"Forty Carats" is neither highly "Cactus Flower."
dramatic, thought provoking, nor
Barbara Britton, as the
politically explosive. It's what recently· turned· forty, Ann
producers call a puff.
Stanley, was better than I had
The play itself says more to the expected. She has her limits; she is
over forty generation than to any at ease in portraying the condition
other group. It is set in the ultra · of a woman in a peculiar stage of
sophisticated East. It is eoncerned life.
with changing upper class mores.
At worst, her malaise becomes
By all rights, it shouldn't even a sort of silly buffoonery. As an
have been performed in this small example, she is asked by her
western city. But it was brought young boyfriend, Peter (Robert
to Popejoy Hall last Sunday and it Dannenberg), to go out on the
was a fantastic success .
town. The itinerary includes
The secret of the play by dinner at Max's Kansas City, an
French authors Pierre Barillet and overpowering confrontation with
Jean-Pierre Gredy lies in its the music at the Electric Circus,
obvious association with France's then an explosive ride around
traditional theatre of farce. Take a town on a 250cc Yamaha. The
slightly humorous predicament, results are almost predictable:
such as a December-June romance "They're all so-o-o-o young," Ann
and carry it to its most absurd and complains.
final conclusion.
The play is in the genre of ~ I hesitate to compare Miss
George Feydeau among other Britton's performance to that of
Gallic satirists and it is superbly Julie Harris in the original
rendered by Abe Burrows and production. There can be none.
director Charles Maryan. The
Tracy Brooks Swope as Ann's
Barillet and Gredy team are also bitchy young daughter Trina is
responsible for the recent hit quite funny. Her relationship with

0 f all the players, Nancy
Cushman in the role of Ann's
mother was by far the most
uproarious character in the whole
cast. Her facial reactions and small
mannerisms, deftly utilized, made
her part even more outrageous
than the script implied. She is a
master at stage business or what
actors like to call "schtick."
I'm not sure whether "Forty
Carats" played the "youth
culture" up or down. It wasn't
even trying to make that kind of
point.
If you can put aside for a few
hours what has been happening in
the world, this delightful
adaptation is for you. It was THE
play for the audience when I saw
it.
Will Pike

Protesting Suspension of Student Leader
NORFOLK, Va. (CPS)- 200
students living in Twin Towers, a
dormitory at Norfolk State
College (NSC), have moved out
protesting the suspension of a
student leader.
Students are living in a nearby
church building while conducting
the boycott, which will not end
until Roy Hines, business manager
of the student government and
managing editor of the Spartan
Echo, the student paper, has been
"reinstated or receives a refund
for his room in the Men's Tower."
Hines received his official letter
of suspension the afternoon of
Nov. 23, a month after he had
received a 30-day suspension
along with student government
President J. Anthony Sharpe and
Rudolph Spruill, another student
government official, for violation
of the school's "H Rule", which
states that a student "may not go

above the gro1md floor of the Judicial Council.
dormitory of the opposite sex."
The college has also succeeded
1000 Norfolk State students in extending a court injunction
occupied the administration banning Spruill, Sharpe, Hines,
building on Oct. 22 protesting the Bessie Purvis, the asso.ciate editor
indefinite suspension of Spruill, of the Spartan Echo, and student
the two-year suspension of government secretary Carolyn
Sharpe, and the 30-day Spriggs from the campus until
suspensions of five others, De c. 9. Purvis said that the
including Hines. The original administration had requested that
suspensions were in response to a it be extended until March 1971.
series of coed dorm actions in
. Sharpe and Spruill are both
protest of the "H Rule" which fi1ing suits for $10,000 each
prohibits coed visitation.
against the administration,
The letter of suspension charging that they were denied
received by Hines came directly their rights under the Fourteenth
from NSC President Lyman B. Amendment.
Brooks, who acts as the only
appeals court for students. Hines
had appealed the earlier
suspension ruling made by the
Judicial Council, a faculty·
administration dominated body
which ruled on the initial protest
Sebring Jiair
actions. Brooks upheld tbe
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Barbara Britton

Museums
The New Mexico Assn. of
Museums will hold its second
annual meeting Saturday, Dec. 5,
at UNM.
The meeting will include a
series of workshops held in UNM's
Art Museum and Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology. Kyran
McGrath , director of the
.
American Assn. of Museums, 1s
expected to participate.
In 1929 the papel state, extinct
since 1870, was revived as the
State of Vatican City at Rome.

842-6736

s:;o4 Central A1·c. S.K
( 1 Hlk. I•:nst of Sau Mateo)

(@unrt.rr.a
iinrnuut
1J.JhTUllf!i
905 Yale SE

It Really Is a
Discount Store!
Vodka & Gin 2.99 qt.

Thursday, Dec. 3, I :30 PM SUB Ballroom

"THE BLACK CHURCH"
A DISCllSSION BY

Design for l\1cn

lOc BEER
FUN

45-year old Eddy Edwards (Hugh
Reilly) completes the reverse
relationship.
Robert Dannenberg plays the
part of Peter Latham, the wealthy
young lover of Ann, and is secure
and assured in the role..

Norfolk Students Boycott Dorm

OKIE'S
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Berkley Seeks
Peace Treaty
With Viet NLF

Last year th~!I"I!Fw ?~.:slilf,.)0f
·mentally ret~arcl'ed ,. . . "'.''"'~

Things could be WOlrs• ..
If you iust wait

0

BILL LAWSON

Pastor of Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church
Houston, Texas. Former campus minister
and graduate of Tennessee A&I and Central
Seminary. Houston coordinator for Southern
Christian Leadership Conference. Local
chairman of a duster ministrv, to south
g-hetto in H
m. Teaching social phychology, black identity, and black church, at Univcrsitv of HoustOn .
I
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Sports

By PAUL FLECK
The Lobos started on the
comeback road last night with a
66·63 road victory against the
Colorado University Buffs.
Colorado is the second ranked
team in the Big Eight Conference
.and is noted for their success at
home.
But the Lobos, playing with six
new faces out of a nine man team,
battled back from a five-point half
time deficit and were ahead by
nine points with six minutes
remaining, After that the
Wolfpack held on to the
dwindling lead as· three stm·ters
fouled out.
Willie Long scored the team's
first six points until all the
ii~i'iiiiiiiMiPiiiy;IVW'.i;¥k,;;;;;;;N;w
,..
. -. • • .. • • .. •.•

newcomers got rid of their
butterflies. The Buffs in the
meantime were out ahead 6-2 and
8-3. But Petie Gibson and Harold
Little finally helped out Long
with the scoring with back · to ·
back layups on steals and the
Lobos went ahead 10·8.
6-7 Jim Creighton then tied it
up with a tip-in but the Lobos,
after trading baskets, pulled away
and led until five minutes
remained in the half. Colorado's
Dudley Mitchell knotted the score
at 25-all with a driving layup
alongthebaseline,Longscoredon
a tip but then Colorado reeled off
11 straight points.
All-American candidate Cliff
Meely and Mitchell led the way in
the outburst, scoring five and four
points respectively in the three
CAMPUS lAUNDRY
minute stretch.
'•
The Lobos managed to gain
and CLEANING
back four of the points before the
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
half ended but went to the locker
and laundry
• room trailing 36-31.
After the intermission the
Counse Ior AI ways on Dufy
d b 1
"th f'
., 2106 Central S.E.
ac ~ WI
JVe
24 7•0836 ~ Lo~os roll:re.
'
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Lobos' Second Half Rally
Beats Colorado, 66-63
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You'll never taste
acolder beer.

collected his first basket as a
Lobo, and Willie added three
more points enroute to equaling
his average point production of
last season with 23,
The lead then see-sawed until
about the 10 minute mark in the
second half. Harold Little broke a
50-50 tie with two free throws,
Long chipped one in underneath,
and John Johnson pumped in two
jump shots and the Lobos were
ahead to stay, 58-51.
Sophomore Tom Roberts
played a key role in the closing
minutes. Placed in the game after
Faulkner had fouled out, the cool
Farmington resident threw in
three clutch free throws to boost
the Wolfpack out of reach as the
Buffs had pulled within three
points. Roberts' points gave the
Lobos a 65-59 lead with less than
a minute to go.
Johnson got the starting nod
over Mike Stewart and the lanky
6-7 sophomore made the best of
his opportunity by pouring in 10
points in the first half and
finishing the evening with 14.
Little, continuing his personal
winning streak which included 33
strai~ht victories in junior college
last year, blended into the Lobo
offense with 10 points and also
exhibited some brilliant defensive
play.
Faulkner had his troubles with
the first game jitters and had an
unimpressive performance, scoring
only 2 and fouling out. The
coaching staff insists that
Faulkner will start playing up to
par in just a few games although
he has played poorly in his two
appearances (including last week
against the freshman).
Coach Bob King substituted
freely throughout the game with
all nine players getting into the
action.
.
~
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Cold-Brewed B-B-8-Ballantine

Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
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243-6369
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By ROGER RUVOLO

Graffiti
It was about 50 or 60 degrees outside as Paul Fleck and I
walked into the journalism office last Sunday to gleefully do
our sports page. There were plenty of ~okes a~d plenty_ of
laughter pervading the sports corner until the B1g Bad Ed1~or
dashed over and started slinging mud about our not puttmg
anything on the page about women's sports. The Lobo's
Women's Lib representative, Deanne Stillman, ran over and
huddled over Sarah's shoulder, giving her poise and
confidence.
"But there's not anything anywhere about women's
sports," I said, almost pleading for her to alleviate her wrath.
Suddenly as all good editors would be expected to do, Sarah
produced' a 353-page feature complete w~th mugs 3:nd actions
of Blanche Bernardi, famed YWCA deadlift champiOn for the
Broderick, Calif. Rockets.
"She attended UNM for three days," Sarah snapped.
"Three days and you never saw her?"
"I must have been sick," I replied.
Totally defeated, Paul and I sat down to a hot lemming on
rye across the street, pondering what to do. Nothin~ ev~r
cuhninated from the mental ordeal except a rugby artwle m
yesterday's issue.
.
Yesterday, it was almost as bad. Reaped of any 1deas -we
might have had, I sat down to the homeliness of the sports
corner and pensively wondered to myself in contrast what it
must be like for Burge and Blake, having to work in news.
We'll get you some women's sports, Sarah, lots and lots of
women's sports.
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WASHINGTON (CPS)- Six
American students scheduled to
visit South Vietnamese student
leaders in order to negotiate a
peace treaty to end the war in
Vietnam may be turned away at
the Saigon airport when they
arrive (Dec. 3 or 4).
But the delegation which was
organized by the U.S. National
Student Association (NSA),
intended to leave New York
Sunday, Nov. 29, whether or not
they obtain the visas necessary for
entry into South Vietnam. If they
are turned away, they will fly
from Saigon to Vientiene, Laos,
and then on to Hanoi, where they
will join the rest of the NSA
peace-seeking delegation. Hanoi
extended permission to· the entire
17 member delegation after the
Saigon government began refusing
visas to all of the U.S. students
who applied.
Originally, plans were made for
part of the group to fly to Hanoi,
via Moscow, and the other part to
enter Saigon. The group visiting
the South was to have left Saigon
early enough to spend at ieast a
week with the rest of the students
in Hanoi, before flying on to Paris
as a full, 17 member group.
Embassy Call
But, as final preparations were
being made for the departure,
NSA received a telephone call
from the South Vietnamese
Embassy in Washington informing
NSA that they had received the

following cable from Saigon:
"David Ifshin is under no
circumstances to be given a visa to
enter South Vietnam." Ifshin, this
year's NSA pwsident, has been in
touch with student leaders in both
North and South Vietnam,
including Hayen Tam Nam, head
of the Saigon Student Union and
the South Vietnamese Union of
Students, who was just recently
released from jail for protesting
the government. His release
followed solidarity actions around
the world, including a two week
NSA-led hunger strike ending Oct.

3.
Officials at the South
Vie-tnamese Embassy in
Washington refused to see Ifshin
about the visa matter. And, when
other members of the student
delegation began arriving in
Washington from around the
country, they, too, were refused
visa validation, even though only
Ifshin had been previously
mentioned.
Visa
Businessmen, American
capitalists, get a visa in a couple of
hours," said Ifshin. "That we, as
citizens have been denied access
smacks to me pretty heavily of
colonialism."
Ifshin said that if he and others
were denied access to the Saigon
airport, it would be the first
instance that he bad ever heard
where representatives of a
National Union of Students has

Slump Due to State of Economy

I realize that the WAC coaches are the men responsible for
choosing the All-WAC first and second teams and the
honorable mention, too, but I still can't help but wonder if
they do all that accurate a job.
Maybe it's my local bias, but there were three or four
other players on the New Mexico team that I felt deserved
some kind of recognition and received none. Of course, the
trend always goes for the team that wins the conference.
But still there were a lot of games this season that helped
me formulate opinions of some of the players that didn't get
to play that much. And so now I've come to the opinion that
university football teams are polished units of giant heaps of
speed, agility, co-ordination and emotion assigned a job to
do. The whole idea itself is one that I hear a lot of people
laugh at, but it is an easy one to defend. Like it or not,
universities, in fact the world, produces, among other things,
football players who like to do what they do just as much as
Sarah likes slinging mud. (Sorry.) And a lot of people go to
stadiums every Saturday to watch them do what they like to
do. And those people must enjoy it, or they wouldn't go.
And remember, when you hear those people saying "only
16 more shopping days until Christmas," keep in mind that
somewhere way out there in middle suburbia, Bueford Phipps
just bought four tickets to the bowl game nearest his
mother-in-law's.

NSA

'Peace Treaty' Trip

been prevented from meeting with made plans to meet with members
their counterparts in another of the National Union of Students
country.
in both the North and the South.
"We wanted to meet with The two Vietnamese groups,
South Vietnamese students to tall< however, will have no contact
with them about the brutality, with each other, since, Ifshin said,
torture, repression, and "the South Vietmimese students
imprisonment in tiger cages that would be executed if the
goes on there. If the government government knew about it."
denies us access, it is clearly a
The final details of the student
calculated political move," he treaty have yet to be worked out.
said.
That is another reason for the
The delegation to the South is trip, Ifshin said. Following their
being led by Ifshin, the one to the return, in late December or early
North by Keith Parker, student January, a national confel·ence
president at Indiana University will be convened on the campus
and a member of the Black of Kent State University to make
Panther Party.
plans for the national ratification
Student 'Treaty'
of the treaties by student bodies
The primary purpose of the around the country, and an
"treaty" to be negotiated is to international conference to ratify
make it clear, through a statement the treaty, perhaps in South
of friendship and cooperation Vietnam, he said.
between the students of the three
Ifshin called a press conference
combatant nations, that "we are Tuesday, Nov. 24, to protest the
not at war, there is no reason for refusal of the visa. "This action on
war" between the people. All the part of the government of
three groups agree on one main President Thieu, Premier Kien,
principle, which will form the and Vice President Nguyen Cao
basis for the treaty: total and Ky is not an isolated event," said
immediate withdrawal of U.S. Ifshin. "Viewing it in terms of the
troops from Vietpam so that the full-scale repression within South
Vietnamese can settle their· own Vietnam, and in light of the
problems.
recent massive protests by the
"We also want to make it clear South Vietnamese people against
that Thieu-Ky and Nixon-Mitchell the regime, this refusal to allow
don't want peace," said Ifshin. me to meet with the
"You might call this the people's representatives of the South
peace."
Vietnamese National Union of
NUS Meet
Students is seen as an attempt by
The American students have the Saigon dictatorship to deny
the Vietnamese people the right
to talk with the American
people."
Ky Pickets
Ifshin's press conference, held
at the National Press Building,
coincided with the
demonstrations against Vice
aero-space industries had taken
President Ky, who spoke hours
the sharpest drop and petroleum
industry recruitment was "holding
later to the members and guests of
it's own."
the National Press Club.
A group of 150 demonstrators
Students with accounting
picketed and marched outside.
majors, Campbell said, are being
Two were arrested for crossing
hired by large CPA firms. As for
police lines. Earlier,
other majors, he said there would
be no way to tell exactly how it
fundamentalist radio evangelist
was going until early February.
Carl Mcintire led a smaller group

]ob Recruiters Not Interviewing
The number of recruiters
interviewing students at UNM's
placement center is running 50
percent below last year,
placement center director H.M.
Campbell said.
Campbell attributed the
recruiting slump to the current
state of the economy and said,
"there is no lack of student
interest," but the companies

Fund Raising Dinner
Arab food and a rap session
with Arab students will be
featured at an Arab Student
Union benefit dinner Dec. 12
which has been rescheduled for
7 : 3 0 p.m. in the International
Center.
Admission will be $1.25 per
person or $2 per couple.
.Proceeds will go to help persons
wounded in the Jordanian civil
war.

*****
someone clarify a

It's about time
few points about The
Lobo Predictions Board. Fleck, Andy Garmezy and I pick the
winners (hopefully), as does Don Burge and Michael Blake of
The Lobo's news department. The reason the latter two did
so well during the football season is not because they know
more about football, really. They just guess. That's it, they
just guess and it always comes out right. Now as far as Fleck
is concerned ....

''move''

Visa-Less Students Begin

simply have no jobs to offer. In
some cases, Campbell said,
recruiters whose interview
appointment schedules were
completely filled in advance had
cancelled their appearances.
The placement center received
30 cancellations in October and
65 in November, Campbell said.
However, he added, that the
November increase was due to the
increase in recruiting activity over
October and not an actual
percentage increase in
cancellations.
Campbell said recruitment was
down "right across the board,"
but added recruitment by

WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood Pla.smn Donors Needed I

Jl.len-Women-Children

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1307 Central N.E.
Tu.,,.sat. 8·5

3126 Central SE
265-5885
9 AM-10 PM

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.

Ph. 243-0033

Movie Continuous-lobby Ba<>k
Store New Open, Adult Books,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 {Movie)

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

.LOCATIONS

5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

435 San Mateo NE
look for the orange bldg,

. .,.11'.,..

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

Hoffmantown Shopping
Center

CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Personals
5. For Sale

Tapes from
$1.00 to $5.77

2. Lost & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

11-.JSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Complete recording, re11air
and installation facilities.
Thousands of tapes to
choose /1'Mn. Listen
lJefMe you buy!
256-7241
BankAmericard/ Master Charge

ELLIOTT

R

GOULD·PA~LA PRENTISS· GENEVIEVE WAITF '"MOVE
P_N

AESTRICTEO
Under 11 requm's aecornpanymg
Parent or Adult Guardian

,AIOwBhotA"n!J
L....--.1-·@}):
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y DE LUXE®

ENCLOSED$_ __

H I LA N D

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no chnngcs the rate is reduced te fie
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: PllYDlent must be made In
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. ~m
205, afternoons preferably or ma1l.
Clnsaified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

1)

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2)

LOST & FOUND

VW KEY with black boar on chain found •
Can be claimed In room 205, J oun\alism
Bldg. 12/3
BLUE-BLACK purse lc<rt ll/17/70. Reward. Call 277-4164. 12/2

3)

SERVICES

GHOSTWRITING: Papel'l!, Reporta. Totol
job--reeearch to final draft. 265·4205
(mornings). 12/7
PRINTING OF ALL kinds, addr.,.,!ng and
mailing. Reasonable rates-265-3892. 12/7
SEWING-dressmaking, tnlloring. alterations. REASONABLE. Phone 877-4504.
Mrs. Sands. 12/2

5)

FORSALE

FIREWOOD: AROMATIC applewood. $35
a cord, $30 you pick up. 877-0687. 2999688. 12/8
CLEVELAND TRUMPET and """"- Both
EXCELLENT condition. $80.UO. 265-<!547.
12/7
USED TV's. $9.96. Color and Black/White.
All repair guaranteed. 2413 4th N.W.
12/7
1951 %, TON PICK-UP TRUCK. 4 speed
gear bolt - exeellent condition. $279.85.
Contnct Chuck Feil at Lobo office 2774202 after 5 pm. 12/7
FIRE WOOD: pinon, oak & cedar. Buy it
from a student. Call 242-8170, or 8775320. evening'S. 12/7
PORTABLE OLYMPIA typewriterin good
condition with carrying case. $30. 268·
7401. 12/3
1965 500 BSA. Good condition-$400 or best
offer. Call 243-0066. John Thompson. 12/2
HYBRID HIMALYAN. Persian kittens for
sale. Papers and shots. Call after 5:00
pm. 242-1692. 12/2
·
NEW DAMAGED COMPONENT SETS
with Garrard changer, amplifier n.nd four
speaker system. $59.95 each. Also used
consoles, solid state with BSR chnnger
and four speaker syatetn-$59.96 each.
(Terms nvnflable). UNITED FREIGHT
SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE. 9-3 Mon.Fri. Sat. until 6. 11/23
USED TV's-all styles. $15 up. 441 Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 12/11
8 NEW ZIG ZAG Sewing Machines with
foil factory gUarantee. Nationally advertised brand to be sold for $35 each.
Monthly payments available. Throe machines maY be inspected in warehouse nt
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 3920 Snn
Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. until 6.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED. Male or female assistant
teacher UNM Childcare Co-op. 25 hrs./
week. Experience wlth pre-school childrefi required. 277·2518. 12/3
WAITRESS wanted - two weeks during
Christmas. Apply: Town House Lounge,
3011 Central NE. Good tips plus snlarY.
12/7
BABYSITTING. Want girl to sit with two
adorable children mornings M-Fri. Must
have own transportation. 277-5014. 12/7
CAN YOtJ RAP? Good on phone7 Im·
mediate bread. Top pay. Call 268-2396.
12/4
HASHE!R NEEDED. 1706 Mesa Vistn NE.
Call Eddie Sims at 243-0066. 12/2

7)

265-4575

PERSONALS

TYPING-fast, experienced service-clcctric-rensonnble, 119 Vassar SE, 266-4906
anytime. ll/10
I NEED AN APARTMENT or house for
second semester. $50-$70. Tom 277-2473.
12/8
FRED WARNER: Have a Happy-Happy
Birthday. Today is the first doy of the rest
of your life. 12/2
COUPLE WITH PETS have adobe in Old
Town. Need either roommnte(s)-1 person rent $45/mo. or trnde for cheaper
place near U. Coli 248-2706. 12/7
HAVE AN INTERESTING CRAFT7
Need some bread 1 Contact Rich Miller.
Cntle Angell at Ofiglnnl Works, 106 Mesa
SE. 12/7
CIVIL WAR NEWSPAPERS $l.So.
Newspapers and Antique mops - free
list. 842-1254. 12/2
NEW YEARS IN MEXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "Special Stuclcnta Rate•.''
Leave December 27. Call 344-0545 •••
243-4866 ••• 344-0931. 12/11
POETRY WANTED for cooperative anthology. Include •tamped envelope. Idlewild p,...., 1807 Enst Olympic, Los Angcleo, California 90021. 12/2
•
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS muat be
In by 3 p.m. to run the following du.

TWO LOCATIONS:

CLA§§IFHED
ADVERTISING

TWO

Graduate Tests
Applications for the Graduate
Examinations are now available in
the Testing and Counseling
division offices at the University
College and Counseling Center,
room 2. The tests are for
undergraduates and others who
plan on attending graduate school.

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
{ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

Courses in Self Defense
Karate-Judo

·$CASH$

of his followers in a march in
front of the White House to
protest Nixon's "capture" of their
"guest" Ky, who had cancelled
plans to address a Victory in
Vietnam rally Oct. 3.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: FLOOR tom-tom drum. Red
aparkle preferred. Call Shirley 298-6366.
12/8
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war capabilities. The raid on the
POW camp, foolish and probably
dangerous for U.S. POW's, was
designed primarily to win the
political approval of those Americans
who are concerned, and rightly so,
for the prisoners.
It appears from news reports and
the intimations of "high officials"
that the real intent of the bombings
was to destroy North Vietnamese
supply buildups and troop
concentrations, not to punitively
assault anti-aircraft positions. The
raid on the POW camps, likewise,
could not have been intended only
to help U.S. prisoners. By attempting
to force the North Vietnamese to
give up their captives, the military
only increased the likelihood that
POW's would be subjected to harsh
treatment (what happened to the
occupants of the "abandoned"
camp?). Subsequent blustering about
holding North Vietnamese leaders
"person ally responsible" for the
prisoner's treatment indicates
officials are now worried about such
retaliation.
The POW camp raid was an
irresponsible, politically motivated
adventure; the bombings, however,
represent a return to one of the most
shameful chapters in the history of
the war.
North Vietnam was pounded

editorial~

Trigger
Happy
War Policy
U.S. air attacks on North Vietnam
last weekend, coupled with military
boasts that a "volunteer" force of
U.S. soldiers condl}.cted a raid on a
POW camp outside Hanoi in an
unsuccessful attempt to retrieve
American prisoners, convincingly
demonstrates the moral bankruptcy
of President Nixon's formula of
"just and honorable" peace.
For Nixon's policies, it is
apparent, are predicated on military
so 1 utions and crass political
objectives. The bombings were a
poorly disguised strategic action
designed to limit North Vietnam's

By JENNIE V. CHAVEZ
As the white women's liberation
movement is becoming stronger
there is another women's movement
that is effecting a change in the
American revolution of the 70's-the
Mexican - American women, las
Chicanas.
In contrast to the white women of
the liberation movement, who
appear to encourage an isolationist
method of acquiring equality with
men, Mexican - American women
want unity with their men. Here I
am not negating the validity of
women's lib (as I am in support of
the majority of their ideas) but am
writing rather of how Chicanas are
relating to the entire movement.
Chicanas discriminated against not
only by the white dominant society
but also by their own men who are
still adhering to the misinterpreted
tradition of machismo, cannot
isolate themselves from their men for
the sinlple reason they must rely on
each other to fight the injustices of a
society which is oppressing the entire
ethnic group.
Chicanas, as has long been the
tradition, were tortilla-malting,
baby-producing, to be touched but
not heard. As the social revolution
for all people's freedoms has
progressed, so Chicanas inevitably
have caught the essence of freedom
in the arr.
Our men, as do all humans, need
support in a cause, need our women
who are now as well educated and as
aware of oppression, if not more so,
as they. The women are now ready
to activate themselves. They can no
longer keep quiet, they begin to
speak up and a new revolution
within a revolution has begun.
The new breed of MexicanAmericans. women will probably be
ridiculed by their men for
attempting the acrobatics of
equality. They may well be
ostracized by La Familia for being a
sell-out to the "white ideas" of late

,,

mercilessly and incessantly for three
years by U.S. bombers in a callous
effort to bring that country to its
knees and crawling to the negotiating
table. The bombing didn't work; if
anything it only solidified North
Vietnam's determination to reunite
Vietnam. Finally recognized as a
tactical error and a major cause of
the widespread revulsion against the
war, the bombings were halted two
years ago.
Since then the United States has
insisted. upon the right to conduct
reconnaissance flights escorted by
armed aircraft over North Vietnam's
airspace. The North Vietnamese,
understandably enough, view such
flights as intrusions on their
territory. About a dozen of the
aircraft have been shot down.
It seems unlikely that any nation
would allow a small squadron of
such planes to fly unheeded and
unhindered over their land. Yet
when the ·North Vietnamese don't
quietly acquiesce to our intrusions
and have the gall to protect
themselves, we are outraged and
justify a prolonged 200 plane assault
as "protective reaction." The
continuation of espionage flights is a
calculated risk and the occasional
losses that occur because of them
must be seen as the inevitable result
of the Nixon administration's war

NE\N

MEXICO l_·-=::J
policy.
It appears that despite its rhetoric,
the Nixon administration still thinks
it can win the war militarily. Nixon
is seeking military solutions-even
the same unsuccessful. ones his
predecessor, Lyndon Johnson, tried.
Yet the nation has long since passed
the point where it believed such
solutions were morally and
politically justifiable. The only way
the United States can regain its
political and moral stature now-and
avoid internal catastrophe-is. to get
out of the war immediately.
The Minnesota
Daily
,,:

Rules Committee Defeats
Consumer Protection Law
'..

'

I:

marriage, not wanting children and
desiring a vocation other than
tortilla-making-, but I believe that
these women, as all women, will be
the vanguard for world change.
I, speaking only for myself, feel
that our women are capable of doing
both-being individuals with our own
interests and bearing children to
retain the good characteristics of an
idea of La Familia. We have long
endured the sufferings given us by
the dominant white society and the
outlashes of our men for their
frustration in this capitalistic society
which suppresses and oppressed
them, that I now firmly believe, we,
the Mexican - American women, are
stronger and better prepared to
accept the challenge of a liberationwithin - a • liberation movement.
Our men have been very reluctant
in giving up their machismo because
it has been the only ego-support
they've had for being human beings
in a society which dehumanizes and
mechanizes men, but I sincerely
believe they will soon fully
comprehend the meaning of
carnalismo (brotherhood) in the
feminine gender as well.
The reincarnation of Adelitas and
Valentinas occurring throughout the
Southwest leave our men no choice
but to listen to the heroines of the
past, revived-lest we all perish,
together alone, in our struggle to
change this racist society. !Que viva
la causa, que es feminina!
'\.

Letters:
War and Peace
To the Editor:
Fisher's recent letter on the
Palestinian refugee problem contains
a number of distortions and factual
errors. Jewish settlement in Palestine
predated the Arab migration there
by over a thousand years and
thereafter both peoples lived
alongside each other. Israel did not
prevent the emergence of a separate
Arab state in Palestine. In fact in its
acceptance of the U.N. Partition
Resolution of 1947 it recognized the
establishment of such a state.
The refugee problem arose out of
war-a war of aggression commenced
by thtil Arab states in 1948 to achieve
the expulsion of the Jewish
population and the total possession
of the land. It has not been settled
because of the unremitting hostility

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
House Rules Committee killed
legislation creating an
independent federal agency for
consumer protection Wednesday,
one day after it was
overwhelmingly approved by the
Senate.
By refusing on a 7-7 tie vote to
clear the bill for House action, the
Rules Committee in effect killed
it, and the chances it might be
revived this late in Congress were
considered slim.
The measure, ere a ting an
agency that would represent
consumers before federal
departments and the courts and
establishing a council of consumer
advisers reporting directly to the
President, was approved 7 4 to 4
by the Senate on Tuesday. But it
was firmly opposed by Rep.
William M. Colmer, D-Miss.,
chairman of the Rules Committee.
The independent agency
provided under the bill would also
be empowered to refer consumer
complaints about business actions,
publish information useful to
consumers, provide financial and
technical support to state, local
and private consumer
organizations and conduct
economy surveys and research but not product testing unless
authorized by Congress.
The Rules Committee acted
after day-long hearings at which
the bill's sponsors hailed it as the
most important domestic
!rgislation to come before the
91st Congress. Opponents assailed
it as adding an additional
bureaucratic layer to the many
1a ws already approved for
consumer protection.

The tie vote by which the
15-member committee rejected a
motion to clear the bill to the
House pointed up the absence of a
key member, Rep. Richard
Bolling, D·Mo. Had he been
present, he no doubt would have
voted for the bill and thus tipped
the balance in its favor.
Rep. Benjamin S. Rosenthal,
D-N.Y., principal, sponsor of a
House version of the bill, termed
the committee action "a
desecration of the legislative
process." He criticized Mrs.
Virginia Knauer, President
Nixon's consumer adviser, for
failing to try to rescue the
measure.
"She should resign forthwith,''
Rosenthal said in a statement.
An old controversy s.urrounds
the committee's role in the
conduct of House affairs. It
generally acts as an arm of the
House leadership, ·and its
occasional refusal to follow
leadership recommendations on
major issues has prompted several
committee.
Speaker John W. McCormack
had said shortly before the vote
that he had done all hi!' could to
get the bill cleared and was hoping
it would be approved.
Rosenthal said that anticipating
a close vote, his office had
reached Bolling by telephone
Tuesday night on St. Barthelmy
Island in the West Indies. Bolling
was advised that Motorola, Inc.,
which had testified in support of

the bill, was prepared to fly him
back to Washington in a company
jet. Bolling said it would be
impossible for him to make it,
Rosenthal said.

and the threat to Jewish life which
has existed since then.
Presenting the problem as though
all that is required for a settlement
with the Palestinians is Israel's
recognition of them is a distortion.
The problem was, and remains, not
the non-recognition of Palestinian
rights, but the non-recognition of the
Jewish right to a national existence.
War created the problem and
peace alone can solve it, but peace
can only come when thyleaders of
the Arab world consider the state of
their own people-illiteracy, poverty
and infant death rate-as more
important than the cause of killing
Israelis.
Gunther E. Rothenberg

Fanatical Destruction
To the Editor:
To certain members of militant
women's lib:
People, as long as your group and
other belligerent groups like yours
continues to demonstrate the kind of
fanatical destruction shown in the
defacement of the Adams' mural,
you will never gain my sympathy
and the sympathy of others like me.
Senseless acts can only drive us
further frotn wanting to know about
and sympathizing with your cause.
At this, you have succeeded
admirably.
Larry Rogers

Photo by Chuok Feil

Nature's View
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The Lobo, in its continuing
coverage of the ecology crisis,
went to Mother Earth, the victim
of overpopulation, pollution, and
resources abuses. This is her
opinion.

Photo by Chuck Fcil

New Senators

I

The ASUNM Senate met last night for the first time since
elections Nov. 18, filling 12 seats out of a total 20.

Lihn Requests Code of Conduct
Senate Elects Sam Johnson President Pro Tern
Senate Vice President Frank Lihn opened
the year's second Senate session with a call
for a Senate code of conduct and strong
criticism of Senate's lack of responsiveness.
Sen. Sam Johnson was elected president
pro tempore of Senate, the first black
student to hold the position.
Senators Jeff Taylor. David Loy and
Kerry Sullivan were appointed chairmen of
the Senate presidential appointments,
finance and steering committees
respectively.
Lihn criticized Senate for a lack of
"receptiveness to 'the desires of its
constituents" and added it was thyduty of
the Senate to bear the brunt of the
communication failure. He asked for the use
of survey research and student referendums
"on great, important issues" as a means of
keeping in touch with the desires of
students.
Lihn proposed a code of conduct for the
legislative and judicial branches of ASUNM
to discourage "conflicts of interest and
disruptive beb~vior. '' J:~ ~ududed a provision
for removal of senators not fulfilling their
responsibilities.
In reference to gallery participation in
Senate meetings he said amendments "to
severely limit" gallery debate should be
written. In outlining his arguments for the
use of such amendments, Lihn noted
"ultimately the Senate has to decide an
issue, not the gallery."
One of the primary organizatonal points
Lihn emphasized to the incoming Senate was
the importance of committee work "to avert
confusion."
Any major changes in legislation should
be made in committee, not on the Senate
floor." In addition, he called for an updated
committee system which would discourage
members of the gallery directly affected by
legislation frotn defending bills on the floor.
In stressing the responsibility Senate must
assume Lihn called for an emphasis on
several academic programs that ASUNM is
studying, such as the institution of a
credit-no credit system, removal of "F"
grade, library, reform and university
governance.
He added he thougt the general thrust of
ASUNM "has been away from rah-rah
frivolities towards meaningful programs with
the community and within itself" in the area

of allocation of funds. He also called for
increased student representation on
University - wide committees.
Lihn termed the bicameral legislature
suggestion "unwieldy." A system based on
organizational or departmental
representation ''would effectively
disenfranchise RO percent of the student
body," Lihn said.
He called on Senate to consider revising
the ASUNM Constitution with an emphasis
on "clearing up many inconsistencies that
presently exist, and increasing student
representation."
Senate last night approved the
appointment of Doug Nance and Bob
Steinberg to the Regent's Hearing Panel,
which takes over a student disciplinary case
if Student Standards Committee is unable to
hear it. Twelve students are appointed, and
two are drawn by lot to hear a case. The
back-up hearing panel was set up by the
Regents this August.
In an attempt to clarify his position as
presiding officer of the Senate, Lihn said, "I
am well aware of the criticism leveled at me
concerning my conduct in Seante meeting"
but said only one of the "concerned parties"
had spoken to him directly. Lihn had been
criticized by some Senators for alleged
suppression of debate.
"I would like to hire a paid
parliamentarian to be seated at the table
next to me, to rule on most procedural
matters, Lihn said.
However, when Senate approved the
by-laws under which they will operate, they
approved an amendment to the section on a
parliamentarian that stipulates Seante would
nominate and approve a parliamentarian.
He said it was his "function to help
'clean-up' legislation and inform Senators
objectively as to possible questions or
problems that may arise, or as to the best
way to pursue passage, or defeat of any
proposal.
In closing Lihn said, "I would prefer to
hear, first hand, any objection or criticism
you may have dealing with my conduct."
In other business last night, Senate
concurred with the appointment of Tony
Templeton as chairman of Cultural
Committee. His appointment must also be
concurred with by the GSA Council.

